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The Asahi Shimbun Newspaper, Evening Edition 

Monday, June 19, 2017 

Cast of mother, son, and daughter-in-law glows in Chijinkai Shinsya’s production of “Something That Belongs to 
You“  

Photo: Masahiko Yakou. From left, Eisaku Yoshida, Kaoru Yachigusa, Kazuko Kato 

 

 Chijinkai Shinsya’s production of "Something That Belongs to You" (author, Roald Hoffmann; translator, 
Keiko Kawashima; director, Hitoshi Uyama) beckons to us with a small voice to pause and reflect and is among 
the works of modern theater that intensify the palette of colors in today's entertainment scene.  

 The author, a Jewish Pole and recipient of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1981, based the story on his 
experience as a child escaping persecution from Nazi Germany by hiding in the attic of a family in Ukraine with 
his mother, Frieda (Kaoru Yachigusa).   

 The translator of the play, Ms. Kawashima, explains that Frieda's family name changed three times and her 
nationality six over the course of her life, dying an American citizen. Her hometown is a small town in what is 
now Ukraine, a result of the vagaries of two World Wars.  

 While this alone may be unimaginable to us, consider her son Emile (Eisaku Yoshida), born when the town was 
still part of Poland, who endured the murders of three of his grandparents, his father,  and two aunts.  

 The story takes place in both Philadelphia in 1992 and the German-occupied Polish-Ukrainian village in 1943, 
and moves fluidly between both settings, with the age of the characters changing accordingly. Yachigusa also 
plays the young mother, but the production keeps this to a minimum.  

 Frieda, given her experiences, continues to curse Ukrainians as murderers and refuses to forgive her husband 
for forsaking his own wife to help his compatriots and getting himself killed. Emile struggles to confront the force 
of his mother.   

 Emile's wife, Tamar (Chizu Hosaka), a psychologist, tries to convince him that it is sometimes necessary to 
forget. These three well-cast actors work wonderfully together on stage. Yachigusa is particularly striking, hiding 
her character's force behind her tender expressions. The acting of the rest of the cast, including Marisa, Nao 
Tanaka, and Kazuko Kato, shrouds the play in the grey shadow of war.  

 

(Yoshio Ozasa, theater critic)  

 

 

  





 
 

The Nihon Keizai Shinbun  

June 22, 2017 (Thursday) 

 

In her seventieth year of acting, 86-year-old Kaoru Yachigusa receives warm applause on stage. She performs a 
script-centric drama that portrays the plight of Ukrainian Jews, "Something That Belongs to You," with a sheer 
stage presence. (Photo: Yakou Masahiko) 

 During the Nazi persecution, while hiding in an attic with her son, Frieda's husband and family are murdered. 
After the Second World War, she moves to the United States. Even after many years, she can not come to forgive 
Ukrainians for cooperating with the Nazis. When the Ukrainian whose family had hidden Frieda during the 
persecution tries to return a ring that Frieda had given them, Frieda refuses the ring, as the play's title suggests.  

 The writer, Roald Hoffmann, a recipient of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry, based the piece on the life of his 
mother. Historian and friend Keiko Kawashima translated the play; it caught the attention of director Hitoshi 
Uyama. When Yachigusa declared that she wanted to do one more show, Chijinkai Shinsya took on the 
production.   

 Who is at fault, an ethnic group or individual? Despite the grimness of the dialog, the playhouse is filled with 
unexpected warmth. 

 At the Tokyo premiere, Hoffmann praised Yachigusa, calling her the likeness of his mother. Hoffmann may 
have found himself a present on that stage.  

 

  





 
 

Nikkan Gendai 

June 22, 2017 (Thursday) 

A Chijinkai Shinsya Production: "Something That Belongs to You" 

86-year-old Kaoru Yachigusa overwhelms with class and presence 

 Given the recent conspiracy charges in Japan and the fact that the sound of military boots has become more 
commonplace, Japan asks itself how much suffering a war might bring to its regular citizens? How many lifelong 
scars would be suffered? These uncertainties can be viewed through a lens of profound impermanence embodied 
in the autobiographical work of the author, Roald Hoffmann, a recipient of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. 

 The story is set in the living room of the Pressner family in Philadelphia, 1992. During the Second World War, 
the family was persecuted by the Nazis in their small hometown in Ukraine because they were Jewish. After the 
war, the family moved to the United States. Emile (Eisaku Yoshida), now a successful physician, lives a peaceful 
life with his mother Frieda (Kaoru Yachigusa), wife Tamar (Chizu Hosaka), daughter Heather (Marisa), and son 
Danny (Nao Tanaka).  

 One day, Heather, prompted by her homework subject, Nazis and the Holocaust, asks Frieda about her 
experiences during the persecution in Ukraine. But Frieda remains stubbornly silent. During the war, the Oleskos, 
a Ukrainian family, helped the Pressners, Jews, by hiding them in the attic. The Pressners offered gold and 
jewelry in return. Now Frieda harbors contempt for those who received the gold, calling them murderers like the 
Nazis. She even resents her husband who died to help others rather than his own family. 

 The daughter of the Oleskos, Alla (Kazuko Kato), visits Philadelphia with an item to return to Frieda that she 
found among her parents' valuables. What did she bring? And what memories and truths might be uncovered after 
the passing of nearly half a century? 

 Switching the setting between the United States in 1992 and Ukraine in 1943, the play tells a story similar to 
that of Anne Frank’s diary, where the calamities of war are brought closer to the actions of man. Kaoru Yachigusa 
overwhelms with a performance that embodies the Ukrainian tragedy of a failed country. The sharp language 
spoken by such a quiet figure pierces the hearts of the audience like cast stones.  

 Will the chain of hatred be broken? With the advent of hate speech and conspiracy charges that threaten to 
bring us to the brink of war, this is an issue currently being faced by Japan. As Tamar's character says, "after 
justice ... forgetting is [a] part of forgiving," and "a country needs to remember." 

 The script does not force an answer. Skillful performances by Yoshida, Hosaka, and Kato, and the precise 
delivery and vibrant acting of Marisa make this production glow. And may Tanaka grow to be a splendid actor. 

Through the 25th in Hatsudai at The Pit inside the New National Theatre.  

(Theater journalist, Katsuhito Yamada) 

 

  





 
 

Akahata Shimbun 

June 23, 2017 (Friday) 
Theater: “Something That Belongs to You” (Chijinkai Shinsya) 
From left, Eisaku Yoshida, Kaoru Yachigusa 
 
The harshness of our battles with memories 
 
 1992, the United States. Frieda (Kaoru Yachigusa) and her son Emile (Eisaku Yoshida), Jews who survived the 
massacre in German-occupied Poland during World War II, are living a quiet life with Emile’s wife (Chizu 
Hosaka) and two children (Marisa, Nao Tanaka). They are visited by Alla (Kazuko Kato), the daughter of the 
Ukrainian family that hid them in their attic during the war. Why the visit? What happened in 1943, about which 
Frieda remains silent and Emile has incomplete memories? 
 
 This autobiographical play is of unusual origin, written by scientist Roald Hoffmann, recipient of the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry along with Kenichi Fukui, and translated by Keiko Kawashima, a science historian. Hoffmann 
was born in Poland, which had been split by Germany and the Soviet Union, and survived the Nazi persecution by 
hiding in an attic with his mother for fifteen months. While his father was betrayed and murdered, Hoffmann and 
his mother were helped by Alla’s father who had put his own life in danger by hiding them in his house.  
 
 What makes some humans choose evil and others good? This story, of a son and mother entrusted to God’s 
will, weaves together the memories of genocide victims into a dream of redemption from all tragedy.  
 
 In the last scene, Director Hitoshi Uyama leaves us with an image of souls at peace. But how does one express 
on the stage the harshness of our battles with memories that only those who lived through such memories can 
know? Less for the artists to answer, perhaps this is a question more for us all to address. The silent and calm, yet 
wounded presence of Yachigusa is unforgettable. 
 
(Hanayo Murai, theater researcher) 
 

  





 
 

Sankei Shimbun, Morning Edition 

June 24, 2017 (Saturday) 

Theater  

Seeing individuals rather than ethnicities  

Emile (Eisaku Yoshida) consoling Frieda (Kaoru Yachigusa, right) as she confronts a painful past 

 

 Written by Roald Hoffmann, a recipient of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Hoffmann was born a Jewish Pole 
and based this play on his experiences hiding secretly during World War II. Directed by Hitoshi Uyama. 
Translated by Keiko Kawashima.  

 Emile (Eisaku Yoshida) lives a peaceful life in the United States with his mother Frieda (Kaoru Yachigusa), 
wife Tamar (Chizu Hosaka) and children. But when his daughter brings home a high-school history assignment 
and asks about the Holocaust, Frieda opens up about the past.  

 In 1943, Frieda, to escape persecution by Nazis,  hid in the attic of a Ukrainian family with 5-year-old Emile. 
Despite the help, Frieda labels all Ukrainians murderers for helping the Nazis, after her father, husband, and sister 
were murdered by Nazis. One day, Alla (Kazuko Kato), the daughter of the family that hid Frieda's family, visits, 
prompting Frieda and Emile to reexamine their past. 

 The story moves between the past and present, revealing the depth of the scars that war carves on human's 
hearts. Alla's visit and Tamar's remarks bring a broader perspective. For a long time, Frieda considered the help 
they received to hide during the war as part of an agreement for which she had paid, but her payment was, in fact, 
a selfish act.  Identifying humans as individuals rather than lumping them into a particular ethnicity, and 
respecting the value of this virtue, is a valuable lesson in these times of increasing anti-foreign sentiment.  

 I would have liked to have seen Yachigusa express a stronger hatred.  Yoshida helps the development of the 
story and skillfully provides us with a window into its underlying psychology. The artwork of Masahiro Norimine 
tells the background story with elegance. 

 (Drama critic, Shin Osanai) 
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